My research is funded by EPSRC and I need to comply with its data archiving policy, in summary requiring that:

- my data will be preserved for a minimum of 10 years
- the data will be assigned a stable reference (DOI)
- the data will be described with standard metadata on deposit
- (either by me or by the repository staff)
- the data will be or can be shared upon request

See summary of requirements or see EPSRC requirements in full

I need to publish my research data because it underpins a publication.

There is a suitable subject, national or journal data archive that enables the EPSRC data requirements to be met?

Yes

Either:
- Deposit your data in your chosen subject or national data archive;
  Or:
- Deposit your data with your chosen journal

Add a metadata record to Pure:
Look at our Pure guidance to see how to add a record incl. a DOI

Deposit your data in Pure
- Publish via Pure and get DOI to acknowledge dataset in your publication
- If necessary, restrict access to data or set an embargo

Email rdm@lancaster.ac.uk for more guidance

No

Not sure where to deposit data?
- If you have a question about suitable data repositories for your data that meets EPSRC requirements get in touch!

Email rdm@lancaster.ac.uk for more guidance

Not sure